Employee Transportation System
Manage your employees’ rides with ease

A comprehensive mobility system to power your employee's day-to-day commuting needs. Our system takes it up a notch by digitally transforming employee transport management to provide businesses an efficient, safe and transparent operation, allowing them to be on the lead and foster a better and more productive workspace.

Business Challenge
Managing and overseeing worker's travels is a demanding task that calls for a more systematized approach. Company managers manually handle booking schedules while acting as a go-between for employees and bus operators, a tedious process while having to manage daily responsibilities. Overdrive’s Employee Transportation System takes the manual work off of your hands and helps you overcome issues with,

A Smarter and Safer Employee Commute

Overdrive's award-winning Employee Transportation System offers you end-to-end management on every aspect of fleet operation. It focuses on keeping an eye on your employee's commute, planning destination routes for drivers, and making supervisors' jobs simpler than before.

Our mobile app allows you to make transport bookings in an instant, reducing unnecessary waiting time as the app provides you the exact location and time your bus will arrive.
How It Helps
Our transport management system gives you a seamless customer experience as it captures three main users; Employees, Supervisors, and Bus Operators.

Meet all your transportation needs with these state-of-the-art features:

- **Location Tracking**: With real-time GPS tracking, you can monitor all ongoing trips in one centralized platform.
- **Notifications & Alerts**: Be notified instantly of any change in bookings or trip schedules.
- **Reporting & Analytics**: Get real-time data to make analysis and business decisions.
- **Schedule Management**: Know when your vehicles and drivers are available to anticipate schedules and avoid overlaying vehicles.
- **Guided Navigation**: Auto plan routes for a more convenient journey.

Request a Ride
Employees can now book their rides through our mobile app. Receives trip details once confirmed.

Fufil Request
Supervisors can receive notification to reject or approve bookings.

Manage and Track Trips
Bus operators can plan all the corresponding route destinations.

A smart move to drive your business ahead.
Overdrives help you manage your resources better and ultimately take the stress out of commutes.

- **Improve Productivity**: As bookings are made easy, drivers can auto plan routes, anticipate schedules, and maximize productivity.
- **Enhance Safety**: Eliminate abuse of company transportation and unnecessary paperwork, letting drivers operate more securely and efficiently.
- **Cost Saving**: As data is readily available, owners can forecast daily bus services, observe trends, maximize bus capacity, and reduce wastage.
- **Better Workplace Environment**: Promote a stress-free commute and keep your employees safe.

Make the right choice and enhance your business with our employee transportation solution.

Who Are We
Overdrive is an Internet of Things (IoT) company that can intelligently connect physical assets with natural and artificial Intelligence across entire ecosystems so as to give clients the power to monitor, change and track virtually anything from practically anywhere. We provide a suite of holistic IoT products and solutions – all under one roof.

What We Do
Specialises in
- Fleet Management
- Assets Monitoring
- Environmental Sensing
- Vehicles Monitoring
- Real Time Location System
and more.

Hello,
We Are Overdrive.

Overdrive IOT Pte Ltd

- www.overdriveiot.com
- ask@overdriveiot.com
- +65 6950 0890
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